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We’re

B_A_C_K_!
The Ad Astra
Kansas Space
Celebration

The rapid growth of the interstellar age is a the 21st century
phenomenon. Steve Durst, from
his 46-year perspective of the
space arena as a publisher and a
businessman, chronicles this
expansion and its possible benefits to Kansas in “Introduction to
the Interstellar Community and
an Interstellar University in the
Ad Astra State.” in two upcoming presentations.
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Steve Durst to present an Introduction to
the Interstellar Community at WSU, KU

Durst will be presenting at Wichita State University, at 3 p.m.
Thursday, April 21 at Hubbard
Hall (Room 231). This event,
being hosted by the Wichita
Space Initiative, is free and open
to the public.
He will also present on Friday,

April 22 at the University of
Kansas. The event, hosted by
the KU American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics
(KU AIAA) will be at 4 p.m. in
Room 1420 at LEEP2 building
on campus. Again, free and
open to the public.

instruments scheduled for launch
aboard Intuitive Machines’ NovaC lunar lander later in 2022.
A Stanford graduate, Durst is a
member of the International Astronomical Union (IAU).

For more, click here.
Durst, also a board
member of the
AAKF, is Director
of the Interstellar
Lunar Observatory
Assn (ILOA) based
in Hawai’i. ILOA
plans to conduct
Galaxy imaging and
astronomy from
the Moon with its
Durst on Mona Kea in Hawai’i in front of the
ILO-X precurser
SMA Array Observatory (Courtesy photo)

Winning NASA patch has S.N.A.P.P.Y. design
By Jodi Spindler

3

Interstellar R & D 4

Last fall, Kansas students in
grades 6-12 were eligible to participate in a design contest for a
CubeSat mission patch—part of a
NASA grant project.
As winner of the S.N.A.P.P.Y
contest, Rylee Salts, is an enthusiastic sophomore at Topeka High.
Salts heard about the patch contest from her graphic design
teacher Mona Morrissey who
encouraged her to participate.
“What inspired me to create the
patch was thinking about space,
the sun, the sunset and the neutrons.” Salts said. The Solar Neutrino and Particle PhYsics
(S.N.A.P.P.Y.) mission patch en-

tries included themes and elements
to represent WSU, NASA and
particle physics.
The design was reviewed and
approved by NASA to be the
official mission patch. It will be
on the CubeSat rocket and be
worn by the NASA Mission Control Operations Crew.
She developed her design as part
of a collaborative project of the
school’s graphic design and astronomy classes. “When I first
found out that I had won, I got
on a group call with my mom and
dad right after I got off of school,” The Greek letters on the cube
stand for the three flavors (types)
Salts said.
Cont. “Salts” page 2

of neutrinos: electron, muon and
tau. Courtesy photos
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We’re B_A_C_K_!
The Ad Astra Kansas
Space Celebration

After a hiatus of two years, the annual Ad
Astra Kansas Space Celebration is ready to
be—well—annual again.
The day of space-themed science fun for the
family will return Saturday, April 23, from 1-4
p.m. at Stoffer Science Hall on the Washburn
University campus. It is co-sponsored by
AAKF and the WU Dept. of Physics/
Astronomy.
Among the special participants will be Will
Gilliland checking out what might have killed
the dinosaurs. The Harvestars are a WSU
student team whose design for virtual integration of sight and data for astronauts make
them one of ten top teams selected by
NASA for competition at JSC in May. Sarah
Lamm is a Phd sudent in geology and native
Kansan. She tells about her work with Curiosity and Perseverance data. Weather permitting, the KSN Stormtracker and its meteorologist Ryan Matoush will be about all
things weather.
Many thanks go to:
The Cosmosphere, Brenda Culbertson, The
Foundation for Aeronautic Education, Kansas Children’s Discovery Center, Will Gilliland, Hallie Hatfield, Kansas Water Office,
Kansas-State Polytech Campus, KSNT Ryan
Matoush, Sarah Lamm, Northeast Kansas
Amateur Astronomy League (NEKAAL),
Brian Thomas, Washburn University Biology
Dept., WU Chemistry Club, WU Physics
Club, WU Dept. of Science Education and
Wichita State University Harvestars
team...and many more.

The Ad Astra Kansas Foundation,
founded in 2001, is a 501c3 organization with the mission of promoting
STEM education and research in Kansas. This will be the twelfth space
celebration in Topeka. The group also
sponsors an annual Galaxy Forum at
the Cosmosphere.

SUMMER OUTREACH

April 20-30—Kansas Science
Festival- FREE STEAM activities
for all ages in downtown Manhattan. Click here for events listing
Sponsored by the newly-formed
Kansas Science Festival Foundation.

June 18—Rocks and Rockets
Day — FREE Space science and
geology fun from 1-4 p.m. at the
Colby Event Center in Colby. For
all ages. Sponsored by the STEM
Advocacy Institute and Geological
Society of America. For more info,
contact here
We like to help other STEM
groups. Let us list your outreach
event. Go to contact@adastraks.org

Besides being an artist, she is a
poet as well, winning 2nd place
the Martin Luther King Jr. Poetry Contest. Salts hopes to continue to use her talents into the
future and inspire the next generation of artists. “My future
wart member of the Wichita
plan is to become a design
manufacturing scene, having been
teacher for elementary kids. I
founded in 1955. This takes the
want to be able to teach kids
number of Kansas component
that it's ok to be different and
suppliers for ULA to 17.
you should express yourself
through art because it is a great
“This partnership with Milling
Precision Tool will launch the city way to learn,” she said.
further into the space manufacturing industry,” said Kansas U.S. This NASA contest was in partnership with WSU and the Ad
Senator Jerry Moran in a press
Astra Kansas Foundation with
release. Last fall, Moran hosted
winners chosen by NASA NIAC
executives from several private
researcher Dr. Nick Solomey
space companies to Wichita to
observe the city’s prowess in
and his team of grad students.
aerospace.
.

Another Wichita tie to the Atlas V rocket

Farough was also one
of 34 International
Ocean Discovery
Program scientists to
study mineral resources near Brothers
volcano, which is the
most hydrothermally
active volcano in the
Kermadec Arc in the
Ocean
north-ULA
AtlasPacific
V rocket
(photo:
east
of
New
Zealand.
website)

WICHITA—United Launch
Alliance (ULA) announced in
mid-February that it has contracted with Milling Precision
Tool Company in Wichita to
build components for its Atlas
V rocket.
The Atlas V rocket has
launched 90 times with payloads for the Department of
Defense, NASA and commercial customers.
Milling Precision Tool is a stal-

Cont. “Salts” from pg. 1
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Kansas Space Grant outreach flows to Kansas schools
NASA Space Grant Awards have a
trickle-down effect. What starts as
funding to the Kansas Space Grant
Consortium (KSGC) funnels to the
state’s seven university and two affiliate members for many types of educational support.
But it also flows down, in many cases,
to K-12 outreach. Each KSGC affiliate annually proposes activities
unique to their institution needs and
strengths, resulting in many outreach
programs within Kansas communities,
according to Kerry Majher, program
coordinator for the NASA in Kansas
program.
Take Kansas State University: The
KSGC award supports K-12 outreach
conducted by the K-State Office for
the Advancement of Women in Science and Engineering (KAWSE). This
includes the spring GROW (middle
school) and EXCITE (high school)
programs for girls which is active for
for 2022. In 2020, 290 participants for
these precollege programs. KSGC
funding also enables public outreach
tours of the KSU nuclear reactor.
For more info click here
At Emporia State University
The KSGC funding helps each spring
with the Enhance Your Future (EYF)
program for girls, grades 6-8, put on
by ESU math and science majors.
Other outreach includes a “Spooky
Science Night” demos for all at the
local library, Peterson Planetarium
shows, and Cesar Chavez Day. Questions? Contact msun2@emporia.edu

Pittsburg State University recently received a KSGC grant for
their ages 9-13 “Adventures in Robotics” summer camps (going on its
20th year). The grant enables purchase of the recently released
Legos Education Spike Prime sets
for the July 11-22 camps. Spike is a
STEAM learning tool which combines Legos, easy-to-use hardware,
and a drag-and-drop programming
language. Also, ten area middle
school teachers (first come-first
served) will be eligible for a teacher
workshop and mentoring of students attending the camp. There is
also in development a program to
teach middle school girls coding of
the PYTHON computer language
(which can be used on the Spike
Prime robots) Click here
The KSGC’s two affiliates are both
science museums.
In terms of K-12 outreach, the
Cosmosphere uses KSGC funding
to provide "Teaching Modern Rocketry," an on-site teacher training
program at several school districts.
With a separate funding stream
from KSGC, paid internships are
offered for college students, to
serve as Cosmosphere Camp
counselors in the summer.
For more click here

Exploration Place offers nine
weeks (June and July) of virtual
and in-person summer camps.
Through KSGC, EP offers 96
need-based scholarships for
KSGC funded programs for middle
students aged 6-13 years to
schoolers and their teachers have
occurred at Fort Hays State Uni- attend in-person or virtual
(STEM) summer camps. Also,
versity for over a decade. In 2021,
two college-level student internFHSU had 3 teacher workshops-Engineering, High Altitude Ballooning, ships are funded. STEM topics
and Robotics.
include robotics, video game
design, rockets, fossils, engiIn March there was a HAB Workneering, construction, design,
shop with 14 teachers with balloon
testing and weather. For camp
flights and student flights in April. A
scholarships, application deadresearch presentation to follow the
line is April 30. Students submit
flights – later in April to early May-an application and a short essay,
will be posted online. https://
www.fhsu.edu/smei/high-altitude
-balloon/

Hays Middle School won the Best Overall School Award at
the Western Kansas Robotics Competition at FHSU on
April 1. This competition is the culmination of a robotics
program funded by the KSGC and run by the FHSU Science
and Mathematics Institute. Eighteen schools and 204 kids
participated in the 2022 program. Courtesy photos

art, or comic strip demonstrating why they are excited
about STEM and summer
camps. After review and
selection, campers are awarded a free week of camp.
https://exploration.org/at-themuseum/camps/

Though Kansas NASA
EPSCoR (KNEP)— another
branch of KSGC work—
activities focus more on developing research infrastructure through university faculty and NASA/industry partnership, there are still often
outreach opportunities included in these projects, according to Majher. For example, one previous project that
received KNEP funding, proposed a “Storytime with a
Scientist” component as a
partnership with Wichita
State University faculty and
local Wichita library branches
that served diverse neighborhoods.

2022 Western Kansas
Robotics Competition
Winners:
Best Teams:
Gold: Hays Middle School
(HMS) team 1
Silver: HMS team2
Bronze (tie) Goodland Jr/Sr
High team 5 / Logan team 2
Time Trial Retriever
Challenge:
Gold: HMS team 1
Silver: HMS team 2
Minesweeper Challenge
Gold: Goodland team 5
Silver: HMS team 1
Bronze: HMS team 2
Sumo Bot
1st: Logan team 2
2nd HMS team 1
3rd Beloit team 8
4th Beloit team 2
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This “Interstellar R&D” forty-first feature in the Ad Astra Kansas News these past 21 years
continues an enterprise to research and gather information on important developments preparatory to humanity’s greatest adventure—voyaging to the stars. Now, at the millennium’s
turn, is an appropriate time for grand vision and forward thinking, and there are strong signs
of a renaissance in interstellar travel thought and activity. This feature and newsletter, thus,
now set forth to develop a national / international /global clearing center and storehouse of
knowledge and know-how for travel to the stars: Ad Astra—Galactically, Steve Durst
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2 New Observatories:
JWST and ILO-X

2022 Astronomy will be enhanced
by the placement of 2 very different pioneering observatories operating at 2 space frontiers: James
Webb Space Telescope deployed
to L2 Earth-Sun Lagrange Point
about 1,500,000 km from Earth,
and International Lunar Observatory X set to land on the Moon
equatorial near side some 400,000
km distant.
JWST at 6,000 kg+ with 6.5-m
primary mirror consisting of 18
hexagonal segments of gold-plated
beryllium is the most powerful
space telescope ever launched.
Operating mainly for infrared astronomy, it will view objects too
old, distant and faint for the Hubble ST; image the first stars, the
formation of first galaxies, and
possible life-supporting exoplanet
atmospheres; and help answer
questions such as how did we get
here? are we alone?, how does the
universe work? JWST, launched on
an Ariane 5 from Kourou 25 December 2021, is a USA NASA,
Canada CSA, Europe ESA collaboration costing some US$10 Billion.

Nova-C Moon lander.

Communication
New Interstellar Radio
Message

The most recent effort to communicate with ETI was Sónar
Calling GJ273b (2017), in which
music created by 38 artists was
transmitted towards Luyten b,
an exoplanet within the circumstellar habitable zone of Gliese
273 (a red dwarf in Canis Minor
12.36 LY from Earth) via 32m
EISCAT antenna located in Tromsø, Norway. Sónar Calling GJ273b
was sent on 930 MHz frequency,
powered by 1.5 MW, and was
overseen by the organization
METI of San Francisco.

In a paper posted last month to
the open-access preprint repository arXiv, coauthors Jonathan
Jiang (Caltech, USA), Qitian Jin
(Hanze University of Applied
Sciences, The Netherlands), Xiaoming Jiang (Wuhan University,
China), et al propose a new signal
be composed and transmitted
toward the Sagittarius A* in the
center of our Milky Way Galaxy.
The proposed message, Beacon in
the Galaxy, would rely on binary
ILO-X is a precursor mission with beamed radio waves sent from
dual wide and narrow field of view FAST Telescope in China and/or
cameras totaling 0.6kg, built by
the SETI Institute’s Allen TeleCanadensys Aerospace Corp of
scope Array (with modifications
Ontario. ILO-X aims to capture
allowing outgoing transmission).
the first-ever Milky Way Galaxy
The content would include basic
image from the surface of the
mathematic concepts to establish
Moon, to conduct proof of concommunication protocol, depiccept Astronomy from the Moon,
tions of human beings and Earth,
and to explore lunar broadcasting as well as time-stamped maps of
possibilities. ILO-X is supported by the solar system relative to
the International Lunar Observato- MWG / globular clusters.
ry Association of Hawai’i, and is
set for launch this year by SpaceX
aboard an Intuitive Machines

Transportation
IRG News
and Advances

Interstellar Research Group (IRG,
formerly TVIW) working to turn
humanity into an interstellar species is currently seeking 9 roles to
be filled within its organization and
volunteers are always welcome. It
also offers memberships ranging
from US$25-2,500 packages on
individual and corporate levels,
awards scholarships and provides
opportunities for researchers to
publish their works.
Expanding from a regional perspective in Tennessee Valley (2011) to
a national mid-way USA Kansas
presence (2019), the first international venue for the 8th Interstellar
Symposium will be held summer
2023 in Montreal, Canada with
support from McGill University –
boding well for international, interglobal, interstellar connections.
Presentations from the 7th Interstellar Symposium held in Tucson,
Arizona September 25-27, 2021
are now available online for public
viewing. More information can be
found at irg.space

